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The Vampire Diaries: Volume II 2013-11-26 sino ang pipiliin sa magkapatid na bampira damon
masidhi ang pagnanais na maging kanya si elena papatayin ang sariling kapatid para maangkin
ang babae stefan gagawin ang lahat para mapasakamay ang kapangyarihang sisira kay damon at
maipagtanggol si elena susuko sa kanyang pagkauhaw sa dugo ng tao elena ang babaeng nakukuha
ang sinumang magustuhan matatagpuan ang sarili sa pagitan ng isang love triangle na maaaring
pagbuwisan ng buhay
The Vampire Diaries: Book 1 2013-11-25 isang mapanganib na love triangle elena maganda at
tanyag ang babaeng kayang mapasakamay ang sinumang lalaking kanyang mapupusuan stefan
malulungkutin at misteryoso pinipilit gawin ang lahat para labanan ang paghahangad kay elena
para na rin sa kabutihan nito damon kaakit akit mapanganib at naudyukan ng masidhing pagnanasa
para mapaghigantihan si stefan ang kapatid na nagkanulo sa kanya natagpuan na lang ni elena na
naaakit sa magkapatid sino ang pipiliin niya
The Vampire Diaries: Volume I 2013-11-25 upang mailigtas ang magkapatid na bampira na
nagmamahal sa kanya isinakripisyo ni elena gilbert ang kanyang buhay ngayong may mahiwagang
kapangyarihan na nagbalik kay elena mula sa kamatayan ang tanging gusto ng guwapo at seryosong
si stefan ay mapanatili siyang ligtas pero nang maakit ito palayo sa fell s church sinamantala
ng makisig at malakas na si damon ang pagkakataon para mabihag si elena hindi batid ang
panganib na pareho nilang kinasusuungan may masamang nilalang na nakapasok sa bayan at palakas
nang palakas bukod sa nagagawa ng nilalang na iyon na pasunurin si damon kung kailan niyon
gusto naaakit din iyon palapit kay elena at sa bagong kapangyarihang nakamtan niya pero higit
sa kapangyarihan ni elena ang gusto niyon hinahangad niyon ang kanyang kamatayan
The Vampire Diaries: Volume III 2013-11-25 nakamamatay ang pag ibig elena habang nasa tabi
niya si damon at walang taros sa pagkauhaw niya sa dugo nahihirapan ang bagong elena na
pigilin ang mga pagnanasa niya damon ang paghahangad niya sa golden girl ay nakikipaglaban sa
paghahangad niyang makapaghiganti kay stefan stefan nagdurusa sa pagkawala ni elena gagawin
niya ang lahat para mabawi ito kahit pa nangangahulugan iyon na yakapin ang dati ay
kinamumuhian niyang buhay maaari nilang makuha ang mga nais nila ngunit mahal ang kapalit
The Vampire Diaries 1991 the fury faced with an ancient evil stefan and damon must stop their
feuding and join forces with elena to confront it but in so doing they are unwittingly sealing
her fate the reunion elena summons the vampire trio once more to unite and challenge their
fate together they will be called to face the most terrifying evil fell s church has ever
known
The Fury 2011-02-03 the 1 new york times bestselling series that inspired the hit tv show the
vampire diaries a deadly love triangle elena gilbert is a high school golden girl used to
getting what she wants and who she wants but when the boy she s set her sights on the handsome
and haunted stefan isn t interested she s confused she could never know the real reason stefan
is struggling to resist her stefan is a vampire and elena s in danger just by being around him
what s more stefan s dark dangerous vampire brother damon has just arrived in town and
wherever damon goes trouble always follows perfect for fans of midnight sun the beautiful and
crave this first book in the new york times bestselling vampire diaries series by l j smith
will introduce new readers to the heart stopping suspense fierce romances and jaw dropping
surprises that captured millions of fans and inspired the hit tv show
Vampire Diaries 1997 dark gripping and romantic read the books that inspired the phenomenal
netflix vampire series book 6 in the vampire diaries series from bestselling author l j smith
elena gilbert is once again at the centre of magic and danger beyond her imagining and once
more stefan isn t there to help elena is forced to trust her life to damon the handsome but
deadly vampire who wants elena body and soul they must journey to the slums of the dark
dimension a world where vampires and demons roam free but humans must live as slaves of their
supernatural masters damon s brother the brooding vampire stefan whom elena loves is
imprisoned here and elena can only free him by finding the two hidden halves of the key to his
cell meanwhile the tension between elena and damon mounts until elena is faced with a terrible
decision which brother does she really want to be with the drama danger and star crossed love
that fills each vampire diaries book is in full effect here with elena gilbert once again
filled with supernatural powers darker than twilight more punch than buffy and bloodier than
true blood enjoy this romance with real bite
The Vampire Diaries: The Awakening 2010-10-26 dark gripping and romantic read the books that
inspired the phenomenal netflix vampire series book 3 in the vampire diaries series from
bestselling author l j smith faced with an ancient evil stefan and damon must stop their
feuding and join forces with elena to confront it but in so doing they are unwittingly sealing
her fate darker than twilight more punch than buffy and bloodier than true blood enjoy this
romance with real bite
Shadow Souls 2010-05-06 the second book in the new york times bestselling series by l j smith
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bloodlust is the second book in l j smith s bestselling stefan s diaries series which reveals
the backstory of brothers stefan and damon from the the vampire diaries series this digital
edition features cover artwork from the hit cw tv series the vampire diaries starring nina
dobrev paul wesley and ian somerhalder stefan and damon salvatore are now vampires and must
deal with the consequences of their fate they escape their small hometown of mystic falls
which is overrun with vampire hunters and travel to new orleans while stefan revels in his
powers damon continues to mourn the loss of katherine the beautiful vampire that turned them
both but new orleans offers temptations and dangers stefan falls in love with another human
and his will power is tested damon ends up captured by an evil sadistic vampire hunter stefan
knows that he must save his brother but will it cost him his new love full of dark shadows and
surprising twists the second book in the new york times bestselling stefan s diaries series
raises the stakes for the salvatore brothers as they face new loves old treacheries and
unimaginable threats fans of l j smith s new york times bestselling vampire diaries series as
well as the hit television show won t be able to put the latest salvatore adventure down
The Vampire Diaries: The Fury 2013-03-07 dark gripping and romantic read the books that
inspired the phenomenal netflix vampire series book 8 in the vampire diaries series from
bestselling author l j smith since meeting vampire brothers stefan and damon salvatore elena
gilbert has been to hell and back now that she and her friends have saved their hometown from
a demonic spirit everything can finally go back to normal but elena should know better than
anyone that fell s church will never be normal in phantom a dangerous new other worldly threat
sets its sights on elena and this time she can only count on one salvatore brother to protect
her darker than twilight more punch than buffy and bloodier than true blood enjoy this romance
with real bite
The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #2: Bloodlust 2011-01-04 dark gripping and romantic read
the books that inspired the phenomenal netflix vampire series book 7 in the vampire diaries
series from bestselling author l j smith in midnight golden girl elena gilbert is back from
the dark dimension having successfully freed her vampire boyfriend stefan salvatore from
imprisonment saving stefan had an unlikely consequence his vampire brother damon salvatore has
become a mortal while the trio reels from this latest twist they must still deal with the
demons that have taken over elena s hometown fell s church midnight takes elena stefan and
damon to their darkest moments yet darker than twilight more punch than buffy and bloodier
than true blood enjoy this romance with real bite
Phantom 2011-11-03 set during the civil war against a backdrop of grand estates unimaginable
riches and deadly secrets three teenagers in mystic falls virginia enter a torrid love
triangle that will span eternity brothers stefan and damon salvatore are inseparable until
they meet katherine a stunning mysterious woman who turns their world upside down siblings
turned rivals the salvatores compete for katherine s affection only to discover that her
sumptuous silk dresses and glittering gems hide a terrible secret katherine is a vampire and
she is intent on turning them into vampires so they can live together forever
Midnight 2011-03-03 the sixth book in the new york times bestselling series by l j smith the
compelled is the sixth and final book in l j smith s bestselling stefan s diaries series which
reveals the backstory of brothers stefan and damon from the vampire diaries series this
digital edition features cover artwork from the hit cw tv series the vampire diaries starring
nina dobrev paul wesley and ian somerhalder stefan salvatore has always had an uneasy
relationship with his brother damon but when damon is taken captive by samuel a vampire from
katherine s past bent on revenge stefan is determined to rescue him before it is too late even
if it means seeking help from the most unlikely of places stefan forms a tentative alliance
with a coven of witches in order to save his brother only to learn that samuel s end game is
far more sinister then they could have imagined with samuel on the brink of securing unlimited
power the brothers are in for their deadliest battle yet full of dark shadows and surprising
twists the sixth and final book in the new york times bestselling stefan s diaries series
raises the stakes for the salvatore brothers as they face new loves old treacheries and
unimaginable threats fans of l j smith s new york times bestselling vampire diaries series as
well as the hit television show won t be able to put the latest salvatore adventure down
Origins 2010-11-04 the vampire diaries the television series based on the iconic books by l j
smith has already managed to captivate millions of viewers with its unique mix of immortal
romance and very human drama in a visitor s guide to mystic falls ya authors led by red and
vee of premier vampire diaries resource vampire diaries net take a closer look at mystic falls
its residents both alive and undead and its rich inescapable history claudia gray delves into
the events of 1864 and how they ve shaped not just mystic falls but the success of the show
itself sarah rees brennan tells us what it takes for a girl to hold her own against a vampire
boyfriend or two placing elena squarely between fellow vampire daters buffy and bella jennifer
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lynn barnes takes mystic falls to task for poor treatment of caroline forbes jon skovron
examines the male female vampire dynamic in history and in the vampire diaries plus a guide to
the book series for tv fans looking to visit the vampire diaries literary inspiration and more
whether you re a new visitor or a long time fan you won t want to continue your tour of mystic
falls without it
The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #6: The Compelled 2012-03-13 new york times bestselling
series the return midnight is the seventh book in l j smith s new york times bestselling
vampire diaries series elena gilbert is back from the dark dimension having successfully freed
her vampire boyfriend stefan salvatore from imprisonment saving stefan had an unlikely
consequence his vampire brother damon salvatore has become mortal while the trio reels from
this latest twist they must still deal with the demons that have taken over elena s hometown
fell s church but the battle will take elena stefan and damon to their darkest moments yet the
return midnight is perfect for fans of the hit cw tv show the vampire diaries as well as fans
of the original new york times bestselling series who can t wait to see what happens next with
elena stefan and damon
The vampire diaries 2015 a new beginning when stefan salvatore s first love turned him into a
vampire his world and his soul were destroyed now he and his brother damon must flee their
hometown where they risk being discovered and killed the brothers head to new orleans looking
for safe haven but the city is more dangerous than they ever imagined full of other vampires
and vampire hunters will stefan s eternal life be forever damned based on the popular cw tv
show inspired by the bestselling novels stefan s diaries reveals the truth about what really
happened between stefan damon and katherine and how the vampire diaries love triangle began
The Vampire Diaries: Dark Reunion 2010-10-05 stefan salvatore has always had an uneasy
relationship with his brother damon but when damon is taken captive by samuel a vampire from
katherine s past bent on revenge stefan is determined to rescue him before it is too late even
if it means seeking help from the most unlikely of places stefan forms a tentative alliance
with a coven of witches in order to save his brother only to learn that samuel s end game is
far more sinister then they could have imagined with samuel on the brink of securing unlimited
power the brothers are in for their deadliest battle yet full of dark shadows and surprising
twists the final book in the latest arc of stefan s diaries series raises the stakes for the
salvatore brothers as they face unimaginable threats fans of the vampire diaries series and
the hit television show won t be able to put the salvatores latest adventure down
A Visitor's Guide to Mystic Falls 2011-03-15 dark gripping and romantic read the books that
inspired the phenomenal netflix vampire series book 1 in the vampire diaries series from
bestselling author l j smith elena gilbert is used to getting what she wants and she wants
mysterious new boy stefan but stefan is hiding a deadly secret a secret that will change elena
s life for ever darker than twilight more punch than buffy and bloodier than true blood enjoy
this romance with real bite
The Vampire Diaries: The Return: Midnight 2011-01-04 the ultimate vampire diaries fan bible
returns with a foreword by co creator kevin williamson the fan favorite love you to death
series returns with an essential guide to the fifth season of the cw s hit show the vampire
diaries as the series hits its 100th episode milestone this companion delves headlong into the
twists and turns of each episode exploring the layers of rich history supernatural mythology
historical and pop culture references and the complexities of the show s memorable cast of
characters add chapters on the making of the show interviews with the people who bring mystic
falls to life and the intensely loyal audience that keeps it thriving and you have a guide as
compelling and addictive as the show itself
The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #2: Bloodlust 2012-06-07 l j smith s new york times
bestselling series the vampire diaries and inspiration for the hit cw tv show gets another
addition in this electrifying follow up to phantom the first title in the hunters arc evil
never dies after escaping the horrors of the dark dimension elena and her friends can t wait
to attend dalcrest college the beautiful ivy covered campus where elena s parents met life
with stefan is better than ever and with her closest friends bonnie meredith and matt by her
side elena knows it will be their best year yet even damon seems genuinely changed and is
getting along with everyone but for elena moving away from fell s church doesn t mean she has
left her dark past behind when students start to disappear from campus every new acquaintance
is suddenly a potential enemy panic soon spreads and the friends struggle to protect each
other then elena uncovers a long hidden secret one that shocks her to the core and realizes
tragedy may be unavoidable will elena outrun her fate and will it be stefan or damon who
catches her if she falls
The Compelled 2013-03-07 elena summons the vampire trio once more to unite and challenge their
fate together they will be called to face the most terrifying evil fell s church has ever
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known
The Vampire Diaries: The Awakening 2014-10-01 a teenage girl is torn between two vampire
brothers
Love You to Death - Season 5 2012-03-13 dark gripping and romantic read the books that
inspired the phenomenal netflix vampire series book 2 in the vampire diaries series by
bestselling author lj smith elena is torn between her boyfriend stefan and his brother damon
but these brothers hide dark secrets and a tragic past that threatens them all damon wants to
lead elena astray and he d rather kill stefan than let him possess her darker than twilight
more punch than buffy and bloodier than true blood enjoy this romance with real bite
The Vampire Diaries: The Hunters: Moonsong 2011 the new york times bestselling stefan s
diaries series by l j smith this digital collection contains all six books in l j smith s
bestselling stefan s diaries series which reveals the backstory of brothers stefan and damon
from the vampire diaries series and features cover artwork from the hit cw tv series the
vampire diaries starring nina dobrev paul wesley and ian somerhalder full of dark shadows and
surprising twists the series raises the stakes for the salvatore brothers as they face new
loves old treacheries and unimaginable threats fans of l j smith s new york times bestselling
vampire diaries series as well as the hit television show won t be able to put the latest
salvatore adventures down includes the six books in the series the vampire diaries stefan s
diaries 1 origins the vampire diaries stefan s diaries 2 bloodlust the vampire diaries stefan
s diaries 3 the craving the vampire diaries stefan s diaries 4 the ripper the vampire diaries
stefan s diaries 5 the asylum the vampire diaries stefan s diaries 6 the compelled
The vampire diaries 2013-03-07 love can kill elena with damon at her side and wild with her
craving for blood the changed elena struggles to control her desires damon his hunger for the
golden girl wars with his hunger for revenge against stefan stefan tormented after losing
elena he will do anything to get her back even if it means becoming what he once despised
getting what they want may come at a deadly cost
The Vampire Diaries: The Reunion 2017 about the book it s another home run for kevin
williamson with the cw tween drama the vampire diaries williamson is well known for the
creation and writing of dawson s creek as well as the scream series premiering on september 10
2009 to mixed reviews the vampire diaries continues to hold its own and is now in the midst of
filming its third season so what makes this show different from every other show in its genre
according to ian somerhalder who portrays the devilish and sexy damon salvatore known for his
role as boone in abc s hit drama lost comparing twilight and true blood to the vampire diaries
is like comparing apples to oranges twilight is more of an annual event and true blood is r
rated making it less likely a 13 year old girl can watch it with her mom the vampire diaries
falls in this little niche this place this prime time network version meet the author jennifer
dotson is a meeting manager by trade and really just fell into writing when she started a
personal novel about being unemployed she s a graduate of ca state university sacramento and
she now resides in chicago il excerpt from the book undeterred by damon s presence stefan
continues to pursue a relationship with elena little does she know that his fascination with
her goes beyond her kindness and vulnerability elena is a doppelganger of his past love
katherine pierce also known as katerina petrova with whom he and damon both had a love affair
contributing to the demise of their once tight brotherhood this contention is exasperated when
damon threatens revenge against stefan and the town of mystic falls putting elena in the
crossfire further into season one the audience learns the truth behind the anger and
resentment damon holds towards his brother which goes beyond the shared love of katherine at
the same time elena questions the strange behavior and abnormalities in her now boyfriend
stefan he gets cut on his hand and is visibly bleeding yet there is no wound when elena
attempts to stop the blood an elderly townsman comes across stefan and can t believe how he
hasn t aged since knowing of him back in 1954 what is even more disconcerting to elena is that
stefan refuses to speak about his past and the relationship between he damon and katherine buy
a copy to keep reading
The Vampire Diaries: The Return: Shadow Souls 2013-03-07 collects two novels in which two
vampire brothers fight for the love of elena a high school senior
The Vampire Diaries: The Struggle 2013 with a foreword by co creator julie plec the fan
favorite love you to death series returns with an essential guide to the fourth season of the
cw s hit show the vampire diaries this season four companion delves headlong into the twists
and turns of each episode exploring the layers of rich history supernatural mythology
historical and pop culture references and the complexities and motivations of the show s
memorable cast of characters add expanded chapters on the making of the show the people who
bring the world of mystic falls to life and the intensely loyal audience that keeps it
thriving and you have a guide as compelling and addictive as the show itself features
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exclusive interviews with co creator julie plec executive producer caroline dries writer jose
molina producer pascal verschooris director joshua butler cinematographer dave perkal editor
tyler cook and composer michael suby
Love You to Death 2014-09-30 stefan and damon salvatore are now vampires and must deal with
the consequences of their fate they escape their small hometown of fell s church which is
overrun with vampire hunters and travel to new orleans while stefan revels in his powers damon
continues to mourn the loss of katherine the beautiful vampire that turned them both but new
orleans offers temptations and dangers stefan falls in love with another human and his
willpower is tested to the limit damon ends up captured by an evil sadistic vampire hunter
stefan knows that he must save his brother but will it cost him his new love
The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries Collection 2010-10-26 dark gripping and romantic read
the books that inspired the phenomenal netflix vampire series book 10 in the vampire diaries
series from bestselling author l j smith elena gilbert has never been an ordinary teenager
after falling in love with the irresistible vampires stefan and damon salvatore she became a
vampire died returned from the dead and journeyed to hell and back to save stefan now in
college elena faces a terrifying new danger and discovers her destiny darker than twilight
more punch than buffy and bloodier than true blood enjoy this romance with real bite
The Vampire Diaries: The Fury 2012-03-02 go deep into the heart of mystic falls with this
episode by episode look at the second season of the vampire diaries this next volume in a
series school library journal called well written and thoroughly detailed love you to death
the unofficial companion to the vampire diaries season 2 is the essential guide to the show
featuring insightful explorations of each episode with information on the rich history
supernatural mythology film references character development and much more chapters on the
vampire werewolf and doppelganger lore that inspired the series and details on the making of
the show the people who put it together and the fandom that keeps it alive with photos of the
irresistible cast and of the show s filming locations this second installment captures the fun
fangs and fear that make this bloodcurdling show so epic
The Vampire Diaries: Behind The Series 2010 examination thesis from the year 2012 in the
subject american studies miscellaneous grade 2 0 saarland university course american studies
culture and applied geography language english abstract the vampire is one of the oldest and
most powerful archetypes in modern media over the course of the last two centuries the vampire
has become an instrument of fiction and its myth has been retold extended and reinvented
through literature film and television over time stories concerned with vampires have
gradually increased in popularity reaching a climax in contemporary popular culture with the
infiltration of the genre of romantic teenage drama there have been endless representations of
vampires in fiction and this precludes a single definition however vampires are associated
with several long standing traditional and stereotypical characteristics contemporary writers
and film makers have in particular attributed new and sometimes unique characteristics and
rules which apply specifically to their own vampires vampires have gone through a process of
change and their varying images have evolved throughout history and culture this thesis
undertakes an analysis of the image of vampires in contemporary fiction with particular
reference to the first three seasons of the tv series the vampire diaries through an
investigation of how the image of vampires has evolved and changed in the course of the 20th
century i will show that the contemporary vampire is not merely the embodiment of demonic evil
but rather a supernatural and complex creature that is closely related to the human species
and combines both good and evil characteristics in the second chapter i will address the
development of fictional vampires focussing mainly on the image of vampires in contemporary
popular culture and their differing types and personalities i will then present background
information concerning the plot and main characters of the vampire diaries in the third
chapter to facilitate the understanding of my subsequent analysis the fourth chapter
constitutes the greater part of my thesis and considers the representation of vampires in the
tv series the vampire diaries various good and evil aspects of vampires will be investigated
to build an integral whole of their image in the tv series i will initially deal with the
origins of vampires followed by their physical and psychological traits their weaknesses as
well as their powers their interaction with human beings their integration into society and
their relationship with humans and other vampires
The vampire diaries 2007-10-01
The Vampire Diaries 2013-10-01
The Vampire Diaries: the Hunters 2011-01-06
Love You to Death Ð Season 4 2012-11-01
Bloodlust 2011-09
The Hunters: Destiny Rising 2013-02-22
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Love You to Death - Season 2
The Image of Vampires in the TV Series "The Vampire Diaries"
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